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Abstract Wireless sensor networks are subject to failures. Deployment planning should ensure that when a data sink or sensor node fails, the remaining
network can still be connected, and so may require placing multiple sinks and
relay nodes in addition to sensor nodes. For network performance requirements, there may also be path-length constraints for each sensor node. We
propose four algorithms, Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP to solve the problem of multiple sink placement, and Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP for
the problem of multiple sink and relay placement. Greedy-MSP and GRASPMSP minimise the deployment cost, while ensuring that each sensor node in
the network is double-covered, i.e. it has two length-constrained paths to two
sinks. Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP deploys sinks and relays to minimise
the deployment cost and to guarantee that all sensor nodes in the network are
double-covered and noncritical. A sensor node is noncritical if upon its removal, all remaining sensor nodes still have length-constrained paths to sinks.
We evaluate the algorithms empirically and show that these algorithms outperform the closely-related algorithms from the literature for the lowest total
deployment cost.
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1 Introduction
A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of a large number of sensor
nodes [1]. Each sensor node is a battery-powered device with limited storage,
processing and communication capability. It is able to sense a close-by physical
phenomenon, perform a simple computation and send its data wirelessly over
a multi-hop network to a special node called a data sink. Unlike sensor nodes
which are typically resource-constrained because of a desire to keep them lowcost, small, energy-efficient and easy to deploy, a data sink usually has more
energy, storage, processing and communication capabilities allowing it to act
as a gateway between sensor nodes and an end-user. This network is subject
to failure as the wireless devices and the communication links are unreliable.
A sensor node may fail due to limited battery life or hardware malfunction, or
may be damaged by weather or human intervention. When some sensor nodes
fail, the network may be disconnected and thus it cannot gather information
from the isolated area. Even though a sink has more resources than a sensor
node, this electronic device may fail too.
To protect against network failure, it is important to plan the topology
deployment. In this paper, we define a novel problem for increasing the WSN
topology robustness against a single failure by deploying multiple sinks and
relays with minimal cost. A network is robust against a single failure if after
a failure of a sink, a sensor node or a relay node, each remaining sensor node
can deliver its data to a sink through a multi-hop path with an acceptable
length. We consider the path length restriction as data latency requirements
may be important in WSN applications. To be robust to sink failure, it is
necessary to deploy multiple sinks in the network such that each sensor node
is double-covered, i.e. it has length-bounded paths to two sinks. While we
restrict our assumption to k-covered, where k = 2 in this paper, our solution is
also applicable to any integer k ≥ 1. If k > 2, the solution is robust to multiple
(up to k−1) sink failures. To protect against sensor node failure, it is necessary
to place some relay nodes, so that every sensor node is non-critical, i.e. when it
fails, each remaining sensor node still has at least one length-bounded path to
a sink. These relay nodes do not sense, but only forward data from other nodes.
Installing sinks and relays comes at a cost that includes not only the hardware
purchases, but also the installation and maintenance cost, thus motivating our
solution to minimise the total deployment cost.
Our main contribution is a solution that minimises the total cost of sink and
relay deployment but ensures the network robustness against a single device
failure, either a sink or a sensor node. Our solutions use a greedy algorithm and
a local search algorithm based on the Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search
Procedure (GRASP) [8] [9] [20]. Firstly, we look at the Multiple Sink Placement (MSP) problem to minimise the number of uncovered nodes, i.e. nodes
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that are not double-covered. We propose Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP and
show empirically that Greedy-MSP has the shortest runtime but deploys more
sinks than GRASP-MSP. On the other hand, our evaluation demonstrates that
GRASP-MSP finds comparable solutions in shorter runtimes than a linear programming implementation. The GRASP-MSP performance gives us confidence
in using it as the basis for solving the more complex multiple sink and relay
placement problem.
After that, we look at the Multiple Sink and Relay Placement (MSRP)
problem and present Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP. Both algorithms employ the concept of Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting Centrality (l-CRC) introduced in [22] to identify every critical node, i.e. a sensor
node which if it fails can cause other nodes to lose their length-bounded
paths to sinks. Greedy-MSRP deploys sinks and relays separately. It first uses
Greedy-MSP to select sinks to minimise the number of uncovered nodes. It
then trades sinks for relays to minimise the total deployment cost but ensures
that the network is still double-covered and non-critical. To deploy relays, we
develop a GRASP algorithm for Multiple Relay Placement (GRASP-MRP).
GRASP-MRP extends the GRASP algorithm for Additional Backup Placement (GRASP-ABP) in [22] to make a network topology not only non-critical,
but also double-covered.
Unlike Greedy-MSRP that deploys sinks and relays separately, GRASPMSRP deploys sinks and relays simultaneously in its local search move to
minimises the number of uncovered and critical nodes. We demonstrate empirically that GRASP-MSRP runs faster than Greedy-MSRP and the solutions
produced by GRASP-MSRP are over 30% less costly than those of GreedyMSRP. Finally, we evaluate the robustness of GRASP-MSRP’s topologies using a network simulator and show that they can tolerate more faults gracefully.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 and 3,
we describe the background of this work and review the related work on sink
and relay deployment algorithms, respectively. We introduce Greedy-MSP and
GRASP-MSP in Section 4 and evaluate them in Section 5. Greedy-MSRP and
GRASP-MSRP are presented in Section 6 and are evaluated in Section 7. We
then evaluate the resulting topologies for robustness, by simulating network
operation while nodes are failing in Section 8. We show that the performance
of a network is not only influenced by the number of deployed sinks, but more
importantly the positions to deploy the sinks. Finally, Section 9 concludes the
paper. Parts of this work were presented in [23].

2 Background
A WSN can be modeled as a graph G = (V, E), where V is a set of nodes and
E is a set of edges. Each edge connects two nodes that are within transmission
range of each other1 , and the two nodes are said to be adjacent. A path of length
1 For simplicity we assume bi-directional links, but this could be easily relaxed by specifying a more complex connectivity graph.
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t between two nodes v and w is a sequence of nodes v = v0 , v1 , . . . , vt = w, such
that vi and vi+1 are adjacent for each i. A path from a node v to a set of nodes
W is simply a path from v to any node w ∈ W . Two nodes are connected if
there is a path between them. A graph is connected if every pair of nodes is
connected. Sensor network topology is an undirected graph and for simplicity,
we assume that the graph is connected. H = (W, E↓W ) is an induced subgraph
of G = (V, E) if W ⊂ V and E↓W= {(x, y) ∈ E; x ∈ W, y ∈ W } is the subset of
edges in E which connect nodes in W .
In a WSN with a data sink, the routing paths from all sensor nodes to the
sink form a rooted tree, where the sink is the root of the tree. Any node w on
a path from a node v to the root is an ancestor of v. If w is an ancestor of
v, then v is a descendant of w. The subtree rooted at v is the tree induced by
descendants of v rooted at v.
Centrality indices is a core concept in social network analysis [10] [5], used
to determine the importance of a node in a network. It was introduced by
Bavelas [3] in 1948. A sensor node is identified as a critical node if upon its
removal, more sensor nodes will have no path of length ≤ lmax to a sink, where
lmax is the maximum acceptable path length. Otherwise, it is non-critical.
We define a WSN as non-critical if each sensor v ∈ T is non-critical. Using
Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting Centrality (l-CRC), a sensor
node is critical if its centrality index is above a threshold. l-CRC of a node v
is formulated as
l-CRC(v) = < l-CC(v), l-RC(v) >,

(1)

where l-CC is Length-constrained Connectivity Centrality and l-RC is Lengthconstrained Rerouting Centrality.
The length-constrained connectivity centrality of a node v is the number
of v’s descendants that would be either disconnected or pushed over the path
length limit lmax when v is removed from the network. It is formulated as
l-CC(v) = |{w ∈ D(v); d(w, Sink) ≤ lmax , dv (w, Sink) > lmax }|,

(2)

where D(v) is the set of node v’s descendants in the routing tree, Sink is the
set of sinks, d(w, Sink) denotes the shortest path length between node w and
Sink, while dv (w, Sink) represents the length of the shortest path from w to
Sink which does not visit v. The length-constrained rerouting centrality of a
node v is the total percentage of additional length of the shortest paths, which
are over the path length limit lmax , from v’s descendants to the sinks upon
removal of v. Note that the calculation only takes v’s descendants that are still
connected to the routing tree after v is removed, because the sum of distances
is only meaningful for a connected graph. The length-constrained rerouting
centrality is defined as
l-RC(v) =

X
w∈D(v), dv (w,Sink)6=∞




max{dv (w, Sink), lmax }
−1 .
max{d(w, Sink), lmax }

(3)
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GRASP [8] [9] [20] is a metaheuristic which captures good features of pure
greedy algorithms and random construction procedures. It is an iterative process. In each iteration, it consists of two phases: the construction phase and
the local search phase. The construction phase builds a feasible solution as a
good starting solution for the local search phase. The probabilistic component
of a GRASP is characterised by randomly choosing one of the best possible
candidates, instead of the overall best one. Since the solution produced by the
construction phase is not necessarily the local optimum, the local search phase
is utilised to improve it. A local search algorithm works in an iterative fashion
by replacing the current solution by a better one from the neighborhood of
the current solution. It terminates when no better solution is found.

3 Related Work
In the literature, the problems of deploying sinks and relays are solved separately. Some sink deployment algorithms have been proposed with objectives
to minimise and balance the energy consumption across networks [28] [15],
reduce packet delivery latency [29], meet the required lifetime [18] and make
the network double-covered for fault-tolerance [7]. Even though the algorithm
in [7] is not designed for WSNs, the problem of finding the optimal positions for
core nodes in passive optical networks [7] is similar to the problem of finding
optimal positions for sinks in WSNs. Similar to our objective, i.e. to minimise
the deployment cost, the algorithms proposed in [28] [18] try to minimise the
number of sinks deployed, while the number of sinks is given in [15] [29] [7].
In [28], a sink is chosen greedily from a set of candidate locations such that it
can cover as many sensor nodes, which are within the hop count bound from
the sink, as possible. However, this algorithm does not consider double-covered
networks. In [18], the algorithm deploys sinks one by one until the desired network lifetime is reached. It does not make the network double-covered and uses
the well-known k-means clustering algorithm to identify the positions of sinks,
which can be placed anywhere in the region. The algorithm in [7] also uses
the k-means clustering algorithm to place a given number of sinks to make
the network double-covered. None of these algorithms consider limits on the
lengths of the paths.
The problem of deploying relay nodes for increased reliability has long been
acknowledged as a significant problem [6] [19] [12] [16] [13] [14] [22]. Bredin et
al. [6] develop k-connectivity-repair by finding a minimum-weight vertex kconnected subgraph from a weighted complete graph, adding edges in increasing weight and for each edge, deploying k relays every transmission range
distance and k−1 relays at endpoints of the edge. Partial k-connectivity-repair
by Pu et al. [19] is similar to k-connectivity-repair [6], but only places one
relay every transmission range distance and none at endpoints. Connectivityfirst [12] finds a minimum k-connected spanning graph from a weighted complete graph by adding edges that have the highest contribution to connectivity
and the least weight. Misra et al. [16] propose connected and survivable relay
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node placement. Both connected and survivable assign a weight to each edge
equal to the number of candidate relays the edge is incident with. Connected
relay node placement computes a low weight connected subgraph, while survivable relay node placement computes a low weight 2-connected subgraph.
Relays are then deployed at the candidate locations that appear in the subgraph. Kashyap et al. [13] propose k-vertex connectivity, where from a complete graph of cluster heads, it assigns edge weights, finds a minimum cost vertex k-connected spanning subgraph, and deploys relays along the subgraph’s
edges. Lanza-Gutierrez et al. [14] solve the problem of relay node placement
using parallel genetic algorithms to reduce computation time.
The relay placement algorithm proposed in [22], GRASP-ABP, is also a
GRASP-based local search algorithm. It uses Length-constrained Connectivity
and Rerouting Centrality (l-CRC) to identify critical nodes. After identifying
the critical nodes, relays are deployed around those nodes to preserve backup
paths if they die. By restricting attention to nodes with high centrality, we can
focus on the most important nodes. Thus, l-CRC allows us to trade off the deployment cost against the robustness of the network. GRASP-ABP with l-CRC
has been shown to deploy fewer relays compared to the algorithm in [6] [19].

4 Multiple Sink Placement (MSP)

3

3
5

sensor node
candidate sink
selected sink

5

5

5
3

(a)

3

(b)

Fig. 1 Illustration of the MSP problem. (a) A WSN with four candidate sinks and (b) the
double-covered WSN where lmax = 3.

We partition nodes into a set of sensors T and sinks S. In the graph representation of a WSN, V = T ∪S. Note that at this stage we do not use relays.
A sensor is double-covered if and only if it has at least two paths of length
≤ lmax to two sinks in S. If a sensor is not double-covered, it is uncovered.
We define a WSN as double-covered if each sensor v ∈ T is double-covered.
In the multiple sink placement problem, given a graph G = (T ∪AS , E), where
AS is a set of candidate locations for sinks with a non-negative cost function
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c : AS → R, we find a minimum cost subset S ⊆ AS such that H = (T∪S, E↓T∪S )
is double-covered.
We illustrate this problem in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) illustrates a WSN with
four candidate locations to deploy sinks, where the numbers represent the
costs. In order to make the WSN double-covered with lmax = 3, we need to
deploy the two sinks as shown in Figure 1(b). The total cost of sink deployment
in this example is 10 units.
To solve the multiple sink placement problem, we present Greedy-MSP, a
greedy-based algorithm, and GRASP-MSP, a local search algorithm that uses
the GRASP technique [8] [9] [20]. To speed-up our algorithms’ processing time,
we compute the shortest path from all sensors to all candidate sinks once in
the beginning and store the length of the shortest path in Distance table, while
the parent of each sensor is stored in Parent table. A parent of a sensor node
is the next node on the shortest path to a candidate sink. For example, for
G = (T ∪AS , E), Distance G (v, w) shows the length of the shortest path from a
sensor v ∈ T to a candidate sink w ∈ AS , while Parent G (v, w) shows the parent
of a sensor v on the shortest path to a candidate sink w ∈ AS .

4.1 Greedy Algorithm for Multiple Sink Placement (Greedy-MSP)
Greedy-MSP is similar to the Heuristic Opt Multisink Place (HOMP) algorithm by Xu and Liang [28], but instead of deploying a minimum number of
sinks to make a network single-covered, it considers double-covered networks.
Greedy-MSP takes as input the original graph G = (T ∪AS , E), the set T of
sensors, the set AS of candidate sinks, the cost function c, the pre-computed
Distance G table, and the maximum acceptable path length lmax . Greedy-MSP
selects the best sinks one by one until all sensors are double-covered. In each
iteration, the greedy move picks the best sink from the set of candidate sinks
that can minimise the number of uncovered sensors. The best sink is the one
that together with the previously chosen sinks can minimise the number of
uncovered sensors. In Greedy-MSP, if two or more sinks offer the same number of uncovered sensors, the lowest cost sink is selected. If there are ties, we
select one randomly. The iteration stops when all sensors are double-covered
or all candidate sinks have been selected.

4.2 Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure for Multiple Sink
Placement (GRASP-MSP)
To tackle the issue of local minima, we present GRASP-MSP to solve the
multiple sink placement problem. As with other GRASP-based algorithms,
GRASP-MSP consists of two steps: construction phase to construct an initial
feasible solution and local search phase to explore the neighbourhood of the
initial solution, looking for lower cost solutions.
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4.2.1 Construction Phase
In the construction phase, we find S, an initial set of sinks. Instead of selecting
the best candidate sink from AS to be put in S, which can minimise the number
of uncovered sensors, we add randomisation to the initial solution by choosing
a sink from AS randomly. This random selection is repeated until the network
is double-covered or all candidate sinks have been chosen.
4.2.2 Node-based Local Search
Let S be the set of sinks. We explore the neighbourhood of the current solution
by adding a new sink s ∈ AS \S into S that can eliminate some existing sinks
from S to reduce the total sink cost. This move must always ensure that the
network is double-covered.
4.2.3 Algorithm Description
The GRASP-MSP pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. It takes as input the
original graph G = (T ∪AS , E), the set T of sensors, the set AS of candidate
sinks, the cost function c, the pre-computed Distance G table, the maximum
acceptable path length lmax , and the number of iterations (max iterations).
In each iteration, the construction phase to find the initial set of sinks S is
executed in line 3. The local search starts with the initialisation of the best
set and the best cost in line 6. The loop from line 7 to 22 searches for the best
move, i.e. finding a new sink r ∈ AS \ S that can eliminate as many existing
sinks from S as possible. The loop from line 9 to 15 tries to find the set Z ⊆ S
of existing sinks that are safe to be removed after the insertion of r. The sinks
in Z are safe to be removed if all sensors in H = (T ∪S ∪{r}\Z, E↓T∪S∪{r}\Z )
are double-covered. In line 16, we check if the new solution reduces the total
cost of the current best solution. If the total cost can be reduced, we reset the
set of the best set in line 17. If the total cost is the same, we keep this new
solution in the set of the best set as shown from line 19 to 21. When all moves
have been evaluated, we check in line 23 if an improving solution has been
found. If the moves produce a better solution, the set of sinks S is updated in
line 24 by selecting one best set randomly from the set of the best set. Then,
the local search continues. If, at the end of the local search, we find a better
solution compared to the best solution found so far, we update in line 29 the
set of sinks and the lowest total cost found. The best sink set S ∗ is returned
in line 32.

5 Evaluation of Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP
In this section, we evaluate Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP, and we show
that while Greedy-MSP has the shortest runtime, GRASP-MSP finds the
lowest cost sink deployment compared to other closely-related algorithms.
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Algorithm 1: GRASP-MSP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Input: G, T, AS , c, DistanceG , lmax , max iterations
Output: S ∗
best value ← ∞;
/* Construction phase */
for i ← 1 to max iterations do
Find S by choosing sinks from AS randomly;
repeat
/* Local search phase */
solution updated ← false; P
best set 0 ← S; best cost ← v∈S cv ; best num set ← 1;
foreach r ∈ AS \S do
Z ← ∅;
foreach t ∈ S do
Z ← Z ∪{t}; H ← (T ∪S ∪{r}\Z, E↓T∪S∪{r}\Z );
Calculate num uncovered in H using Distance G and lmax
if num uncovered > 0 then
Z ← Z \{t};
end
end
P
if
v∈S∪{r}\Z cv < best cost then
best num set ← 0;
end
P
/ best set then
if
v∈S∪{r}\Z cv ≤ best cost and S ∪{r}\Z ∈
P
best set best num set ← S ∪{r}\Z; best cost ← v∈S∪{r}\Z cv ;
best num set ← best num set +1;
end
end
P
if best cost < v∈S cv then
S ← select a set randomly from best set;
solution updated ← true;
end
until
P solution updated = false;
if
/* Best solution update */
v∈S cv < best value then
P
S ∗ ← S; best value ← v∈S cv ;
end
end
return S ∗ ;

GRASP-MSP finds comparable solutions to a linear programming model, with
marginally faster runtime. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms using the following metrics:
1. Average number of sinks needed and average total sink cost. We
compare the effectiveness of the algorithms in finding the minimum cost
solution to the same problem. We expect that GRASP-MSP deploys the
fewest sinks and has the lowest cost solution compared to other algorithms.
We also expect Greedy-MSP’s solution to have slightly more sinks than
GRASP-MSP’s, but it should be comparable to other multiple sink placement algorithms.
2. Average runtime. We expect both Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP to be
more efficient than the other algorithms.
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The results presented here are based on the average of 20 randomly generated network deployments that are simulated 31 times each. We presented the
average based on the median values because our data is not symmetrically distributed. The network consists of 100 sensor nodes deployed within randomly
perturbed grids, where a sensor node is placed in a unit grid square of 8m ×
8m and the coordinates are perturbed. To get sparse networks (average degree
2-3), we generate more grid points than the number of nodes. We use 11 ×
11 grid squares to randomly deploy 100 sensor nodes. 25 candidate sinks are
also distributed in a grid area, where a candidate occupies a unit grid square
of 18m × 18m. The coordinates for the sensors and candidate sinks are given
in [21]. Both sensor nodes and sinks use 10-metre transmission range, which
is realistic for 0 dBm transmission power in indoor environments [27].
We compare Greedy-MSP and GRASP-MSP to Minimise the Number of
Sinks for Fault-Tolerance (MSFT), Cluster-Based Sampling for Multiple Sink
Placement (CBS-MSP) and the linear programming solution. Since there are
no existing algorithms in the literature that share the same objectives as ours,
we take the closest approaches and modify them to be comparable. MSFT
and CBS-MSP are algorithms based on the well-known k-means clustering
algorithm. MSFT is the modification of Minimise the Number of Sinks for a
Predefined Minimum Operation Period (MSPOP) [18]. MSPOP is similar to
Greedy-MSP in the sense that both algorithms greedily place sinks until an
objective is met. However, in MSPOP, sinks can be deployed anywhere and the
objective is a required network lifetime. As the modification of MSPOP, MSFT
has candidate locations and keeps adding sinks until the network is doublecovered. CBS-MSP is the modification of Cluster-Based Sampling (CBS) proposed in [7]. In CBS, the number of sinks is given and the objective is to
minimise the total road distance from all nodes to the sinks where each node
is required to be double-covered. Unlike CBS, CBS-MSP tries to reduce the
number of sinks and thus the deployment cost. We implement CBS-MSP using
path length to represent distance between two nodes and also we have path
length restrictions. In each iteration, both CBS and CBS-MSP try to find the
best sink locations to ensure the network is double-covered. The k-means clustering algorithm is used in these algorithms to divide the network into clusters
and to find the position of each sink, which is in the centre of a cluster.
MSFT, CBS-MSP and GRASP-MSP are all randomised local search algorithms. As a stopping criterion, we allow a maximum number of iterations,
MaxIter, and compare versions with different values. We consider values of
1, 10 and 100 for MSFT and CBS-MSP, and restrict to values of 1 and 10
for GRASP-MSP, since experience on similar sized problems has shown that
higher iterations rarely produce better solutions. In our Greedy-MSP and
GRASP-MSP, if two or more moves offer the same solution, we select one
randomly. We also consider Greedy-MSP-All and GRASP-MSP-All, where if
there exists more than one best move, we evaluate them all.
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For comparison, we implement a binary linear programming model, with
the objective to minimise the total sink cost, i.e.
min

X

cj xj

(4)

j∈S

subject to the following constraints
X

lij xj ≥ 2; ∀i ∈ T

(5)

xj ∈ {0, 1}; j ∈ S

(6)

j∈S

cj is the cost of a candidate sink xj . Constraint (5) guarantees each sensor
node has at least two length-bounded paths to two sinks. lij has value 1 if
the shortest path length from sensor node i to sink j is less than lmax , and
otherwise 0. In the second constraint, a candidate sink is either selected to be
deployed or not. The binary linear programming is implemented in Matlab,
while the other algorithms are written in C++.
We first assume all candidate sinks have the same cost and consider two
cases where the maximum acceptable path length from each sensor node to a
sink is either 6 or 10. The average number of sinks deployed by each algorithm
is shown in Figure 2 and the average runtime is in Table 1. Firstly, the results
show that all variants of simulated GRASP-MSP deploy the same average
number of sinks. However, more iterations and computation of all best moves
incur longer runtime. Secondly, the results show that GRASP-MSP even with
only MaxIter = 1 already has the same average number of sinks as the linear
programming solution (the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, with p-value < 0.0001),
but with shorter runtime (p-value < 0.0001). It also outperforms MSFT, CBSMSP and Greedy-MSP. For example, it requires fewer sinks than MSFT with
MaxIter = 100 and has faster runtime than MSFT with MaxIter = 1, both
with p-values less than 0.0001. Greedy-MSP has the shortest runtime, but it
places more sinks compared to GRASP-MSP. We also observe that the average
number of deployed sinks decreases when the maximum path length increases
because each sink in the network can cover more sensor nodes.
We also consider a more realistic scenario where the deployment costs for
all candidate sinks are different, for example due to cabling and installation
costs. We compare the performance of the algorithms using the same sink cost
(cS ), i.e. 3 units and different sink costs, which are selected randomly in the interval [3, 6]. The results for the average total sink cost and the average runtime
with lmax = 6 are presented in Figure 3 and Table 2, respectively. These results
show similar trends to the previous ones when we vary the maximum path
lengths. That is, GRASP-MSP achieves the same cost as the linear programming solution, while Greedy-MSP has the shortest runtime in all scenarios.
We evaluate the performance of GRASP-MSP against the linear programming solution when the density of the network increases. We double the number of sensor nodes from 100 to 200 while keeping the area fixed. As a result,
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Fig. 2 Average number of sinks needed for multiple sink placement algorithms versus maximum path length
Table 1 Multiple sink placement algorithms’ average runtime with different maximum path
length
Algorithms
MSFT-MaxIter=1
MSFT-MaxIter=10
MSFT-MaxIter=100
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=1
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=10
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=100
Greedy-MSP
Greedy-MSP-All
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=10
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=10
Linear Programming Solution

Average runtime (sec)
lmax = 6
lmax = 10
0.4179
0.0337
4.1518
0.3067
41.2484
3.1048
1.0188
0.0220
9.7818
0.2146
97.4409
2.0861
0.0022
0.0021
7.9480
0.0059
0.0088
0.0064
0.0151
0.0120
0.0766
0.0455
0.1218
0.0871
0.0727
0.0867

the average degree of a sensor node increases from 3 to 7. We present the average number of deployed sinks out of 25 candidate sinks in Figure 4 and the
average runtime in Table 3. Compared to the linear programming, GRASPMSP with MaxIter = 1 has the shortest runtime and the same average number
of sinks with p-values less than 0.0001.
At this stage, finding the linear programming solution is sufficient for the
multiple sink placement problem. Nevertheless, the GRASP-MSP performance
gives us confidence to use the same local search technique for the more com-
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Fig. 3 Average total sink cost for multiple sink placement algorithms versus sink cost
Table 2 Multiple sink placement algorithms’ average runtime with different sink cost
Algorithms
MSFT-MaxIter=1
MSFT-MaxIter=10
MSFT-MaxIter=100
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=1
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=10
CBS-MSP-MaxIter=100
Greedy-MSP
Greedy-MSP-All
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=10
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=10
Linear Programming Solution

Average runtime (sec)
cS = 3
cS = 3 to 6
0.4179
0.4135
4.1518
4.1578
41.2484
41.5128
1.0188
0.9970
9.7818
9.9196
97.4409
99.0951
0.0022
0.0017
7.9480
8.2004
0.0088
0.0152
0.0151
0.0131
0.0766
0.1365
0.1218
0.1198
0.0727
0.1086

Table 3 Multiple sink placement algorithms’ average runtime with different average degree
Algorithms
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSP-MaxIter=10
GRASP-MSP-All-MaxIter=10
Linear Programming Solution

Average runtime (sec)
average degree = 3
average degree = 7
0.0088
0.0167
0.0151
0.0306
0.0766
0.1290
0.1218
0.2535
0.0727
0.0735
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Fig. 4 Average number of sinks needed for GRASP-MSP and the linear programming
solution versus average degree

plex multiple sink and relay placement problem, where a linear programming
solution is not available.
6 Multiple Sink and Relay Placement (MSRP)
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the MSRP problem. (a) A WSN with four candidate sinks and four
candidate relays, and (b) the double-covered and noncritical WSN where lmax = 3.

For the sink and relay placement, nodes are partitioned into a set of sensors
T , relays R and sinks S. In the graph representation, V = T∪R∪S. In the multi-
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ple sink and relay placement problem, given a graph G = (T∪AR∪AS , E), where
AR and AS are sets of candidate locations for relays and sinks, respectively, we
find minimum cost subsets R ⊆ AR and S ⊆ AS such that H = (T∪R∪S, E↓T∪R∪S )
is double-covered and non-critical. The relay and sink candidate locations are
associated with a non-negative cost function c : AR∪AS → R. We assume that a
relay is cheaper than a sink because sinks usually are assumed to be powered,
have more memory, processing and WiFi/ethernet backhaul.
The multiple sink and relay placement problem is illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) shows a WSN with four candidate sinks and four candidate relays.
The numbers in the figure represent the costs. In this example, if we choose the
two 5-unit sinks, we only need to deploy the relay at the bottom-left corner to
make the network double-covered and non-critical. The total cost is 11 units.
However, if we choose the two 3-unit sinks as shown in Figure 5(b), we need
three additional relays. The total cost of this deployment is the lowest, i.e. 9
units.
In this section, we present Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP to solve the
multiple sink and relay placement problem. Both algorithms use the concept
of Length-constrained Connectivity and Rerouting Centrality (l-CRC) [22] to
identify critical sensors. A sensor is critical if its centrality index is above
a given threshold. We can raise the threshold to trade-off the deployment
cost against the robustness of the network. However, in this chapter, we only
assume zero threshold for full reliability. After the identification of critical
sensors, some candidate relays are selected to be deployed. We identify relays
that need to be deployed by finding the shortest path from each descendant
of each critical sensor to a sink bypassing each critical sensor.
We first present Greedy-MSRP. Greedy-MSRP uses Greedy-MSP to deploy a minimum number of sinks and GRASP-MRP to deploy a minimum
number of relays. Before presenting Greedy-MSRP, we will look at GRASPMRP, which is a modification of GRASP-ABP from [22] to tackle both doublecovered and non-critical requirements.

6.1 Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure for Multiple Relay
Placement (GRASP-MRP)
6.1.1 Construction Phase
In the construction phase, we find R ⊆ AR , an initial set of relays from the
candidate relays, to minimise the number of uncovered and critical sensors.
Initially R is an empty set. Given sets of sensors T and sinks S, we firstly
find and store the length of the shortest path of each sensor to the sinks
in Distance H table, where H = (T ∪ R ∪ S, E ↓T∪R∪S ). If a sensor v ∈ T is
uncovered, we try to place some relays to construct a path to a sink w ∈ S
if Distance H (v, w) > lmax but the pre-computed Distance G (v, w) ≤ lmax . We
choose the relays that appear on the shortest path from v to w by tracing the
path in Parent G (v, w). If a sensor needs two paths to make it double-covered,
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this step is repeated twice. After some relays are selected from the candidate
relays, we have the set of relays R that minimises the number of uncovered
sensors. We then rebuild H = (T ∪R∪S, E↓T∪R∪S ) and check if critical sensors
exist using centrality calculation. If a sensor v ∈ T is critical, we deploy relays
that appear on the shortest path from each descendant of v to a sink w ∈ S
bypassing v, as long as the shortest path length is ≤ lmax . The randomisation
of the initial solution is obtained by randomly selecting parents in the shortest
paths if there are hop count ties.
6.1.2 Node-based Local Search
Let R be the set of relays. The local search’s move tries to add a new relay
r ∈ AR\R into R that can eliminate as many existing relays from R as possible.
This move must always ensure that the network is double-covered and noncritical.

Algorithm 2: GRASP-MRP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Input: G, T, S, AR , lmax , max iterations
Output: R∗
best value ← ∞;
for i ← 1 to max iterations do
/* Construction phase */
Find initial R;
repeat
/* Local search phase */
solution updated ← false;
best set ← R; best number ← |R|;
foreach r ∈ AR \R do
Z ← ∅;
foreach t ∈ R do
Z ← Z ∪{t}; H ← (T ∪R∪{r}\Z ∪S, E↓T∪R∪{r}\Z∪S );
Calculate Distance H ;
Calculate num uncovered and num critical in H using Distance H
and lmax ;
if num uncovered > 0 or num critical > 0 then
Z ← Z \{t};
end
end
if |R|−|Z|+1 < best number then
best set ← R∪{r}\Z; best number ← |R|−|Z|+1;
end
end
if best number < |R| then
R ← best set;
solution updated ← true;
end
until solution updated = false;
if |R| < best value then
/* Best solution update */
R∗ ← R; best value ← |R|;
end
end
return R∗ ;
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6.1.3 Algorithm Description
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for GRASP-MRP. It takes as input the
original graph G = (T ∪AR ∪AS , E), the set T of sensors, the set S of sinks, the
set AR of candidate relays, the maximum acceptable path length lmax , and
the number of iterations (max iterations). In each iteration, the construction
phase to find the initial set of relays R to minimise the number of uncovered
and critical sensors is executed in line 3. The local search starts with the
initialisation of the best set and the best number of relays in line 6. The loop
from line 7 to 20 searches for the best move to find a new relay r ∈ AR \ R
that can eliminate as many existing relays from R as possible. The loop from
line 9 to 16 finds the set Z ⊆ R of existing relays that are safe to be removed
after the insertion of r. The relays in Z are safe to be removed if all sensors
in H = (T ∪R∪{r}\Z ∪S, E↓T∪R∪{r}\Z∪S ) are double-covered and non-critical.
We check in line 17 if the new solution has fewer relays than the current best
solution. If the number of relays can be reduced, the best set and the best
number of relays are updated in line 18. When all local search moves have
been evaluated, we check if an improving solution has been found in line 21. If
the moves produce a better solution, the set of relays R is updated in line 22.
Then, the local search continues. If, at the end of the local search, we find a
better solution compared to the best solution found so far, we update in line
27 the set of relays and the least number of relays used. Finally, the best relay
set R∗ is returned in line 30.

6.2 Greedy Algorithm for Multiple Sink and Relay Placement
(Greedy-MSRP)
After describing GRASP-MRP, we are now ready to present Greedy-MSRP for
the multiple sink and relay placement problem. Greedy-MSRP uses GreedyMSP to select a minimum number of sinks to make a network double-covered
and GRASP-MRP to deploy a minimum number of relays to make the network non-critical. Greedy-MSRP takes as input the original graph G = (T ∪
AR ∪ AS , E), the set T of sensors, the set AR of candidate relays, the set
AS of candidate sinks, the cost function c, the pre-computed Distance G table, the maximum acceptable path length lmax , and the number of iterations
(max iterations) for GRASP-MRP. Initially, Greedy-MSRP calls Greedy-MSP
to find the set of sinks. Since the cost of a sink is assumed to be more expensive
than the cost of a relay, Greedy-MSRP tries to reduce the total deployment
cost by trading some sinks with relays. The deployed sinks are removed one
by one, starting from the last one inserted into the set, and more relays are
added in the network. However, this swap must ensure that the network is
always double-covered and non-critical. If all sensors are double-covered and
non-critical, GRASP-MRP is called to find the set of relays.
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6.3 Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure for Multiple Sink and
Relay Placement (GRASP-MSRP)
We now present GRASP-MSRP to solve the multiple sink and relay placement
problem. Unlike Greedy-MSRP that deploys relays after finding the minimal
set of sinks, GRASP-MSRP finds the least deployment cost by placing sinks
and relays at the same time. We give the detailed algorithm below.

6.3.1 Construction Phase
In the construction phase, we find R ⊆ AR and S ⊆ AS as our initial sets
of relays and sinks, respectively. Initially R and S are empty sets. We then
alternate the sink and relay addition during this process. We deploy some sinks
to minimise the number of uncovered sensors and then some relays to minimise
the number of both uncovered and critical sensors. Note that we do not add
more sinks if at some point the network is already double-covered. After the
addition of either sinks or relays, H = (T∪R∪S, E↓T∪R∪S ) is rebuilt. The process
of sink and relay addition is repeated until the network is double-covered and
non-critical.
We need at least two sinks for a double-covered WSN, so we firstly choose
two sinks randomly from AS . We then deploy a subset of relays from AR
to minimise the number of uncovered and critical sensors. If a sensor v ∈ T
is uncovered, we place some relays to construct a path to a sink w ∈ S if
Distance H (v, w) > lmax but Distance G (v, w) ≤ lmax . We choose the relays that
appear on the shortest path from v to w by tracing the path in Parent G (v, w).
If the sensor needs two paths to make it double-covered, we repeat this step
twice. If a sensor v ∈ T is critical, we deploy relays that appear on the shortest
path from each descendant of v to a sink w ∈ S bypassing v, as long as the
shortest path length is ≤ lmax . After the relay deployment, we place sinks
again. In order to add the randomisation to the initial solution, we randomly
select parents in the shortest paths if there are hop count ties.

6.3.2 Node-based Local Search
Let R be the set of relays and S be the set of sinks. We look for a lower
cost solution by adding either a new relay r ∈ AR \ R into R or a new sink
s ∈ AS \ S into S that can eliminate some existing relays from R and sinks
from S to minimise the total cost as possible. Given that the cost of a sink
is higher than the cost of a relay, we also try to minimise the total cost by
adding some relays into R when we eliminate an existing sink from S. The
local search moves are performed to reduce the total cost, but must ensure
that the network is always double-covered and non-critical in each iteration.
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Algorithm 3: GRASP-MSRP
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Input: G, T, AR , AS , c, lmax , max iterations
Output: R∗ , S ∗
best value ← ∞;
/* Construction phase */
for i ← 1 to max iterations do
Find initial R and S; W ← R∪S;
repeat
/* Local search phase */
solution updated ← false; P
best set 0 ← W ; best cost ← v∈W cv ; best num set ← 1;
foreach r ∈ AR ∪AS \W do
Y ← {r}; Z ← ∅; X ← ∅;
foreach t ∈ W ∪X do
Z ← Z ∪{t}; X ← ∅;
H ← (T ∪W ∪Y \Z, E↓T∪W∪Y\Z );
Calculate Distance H ;
Find uncovered set in H using Distance H and lmax ;
if |uncovered set| > 0 then
X ← X∪ {Find relays to minimise |uncovered set|};
end
H ← (T ∪W ∪X ∪Y \Z, E↓T∪W∪X∪Y\Z );
Calculate Distance H ;
Find critical set in H using Distance H and lmax ;
if |critical set| > 0 then
X ← X∪ {Find relays to minimise |critical set|};
end
H ← (T ∪W ∪X ∪Y \Z, E↓T∪W∪X∪Y\Z );
Calculate Distance H ;
Calculate num uncovered and num critical in H using Distance H and
lmax ;
if num uncovered = 0 and num critical = 0 then
Y ← Y ∪X; Z ← Z \X;
end
if num uncovered > 0 or num critical > 0 then
Z ← Z \{t};
end
end
P
if
v∈W∪Y\Z cv < best cost then
best num set ← 0;
end
P
/ best set then
if
v∈W∪Y\Z cv ≤ best cost and W ∪Y \Z ∈
P
best set best num set ← W ∪Y \Z; best cost ← v∈W∪Y\Z cv ; best num set
← best num set +1;
end
end
P
if best cost < v∈W cv then
W ← select a set randomly from best set;
solution updated ← true;
end
until
P solution updated = false;
if
/* Best solution update */
v∈W cv < best value then
R∗ ← ∅; S ∗ ← ∅;
foreach v ∈ W do
if v ∈ AR then
R∗ ← R∗ ∪{v};
else
S ∗ ← S ∗ ∪{v};
end
end
P
best value ← v∈W cv ;
end
end
return R∗ , S ∗ ;
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6.3.3 Algorithm Description
The GRASP-MSRP pseudocode is given in Algorithm 3. Generally, its concept
is similar to GRASP-MSP in Algorithm 1 with some key differences. The key
differences are the inclusion of candidate relays as one of its inputs, the identification of critical sensors, the deployment of relays to minimise the number of
uncovered and critical sensors, and the repetitive computation of the shortest
path from all sensors to all sinks due to the addition and elimination of relays.
The detailed description of the pseudocode is given below.
GRASP-MSRP takes as input the original graph G = (T ∪AR ∪AS , E), the
set T of sensors, the set AR of candidate relays, the set AS of candidate sinks,
the cost function c, the maximum acceptable path length lmax , and the number
of iterations (max iterations). In each iteration, the construction phase to find
initial sets of relays R and sinks S is executed in line 3. The local search starts
with the initialisation of the best set and the best cost in line 6. The loop from
line 7 to 39 searches for the best move, i.e. finding either a new relay or a new
sink r ∈ AR ∪AS \W that can eliminate as many existing relays and sinks from
W as possible, where W = R∪S. The loop from line 9 to 32 tries to find the set
Z ⊆ W ∪X of existing relays and sinks that are safe to be removed after the
insertion of Y . Y is the set of new relays and sinks that are added during the
iteration. X is the set of new relays that are added to the network to reduce
the total cost when a sink is removed from the network.
The algorithm checks for uncovered sensors in line 13. If some exist, it
tries to deploy some relays in line 15. The identification of critical sensors is
performed in line 19. If some exist, relays are added in line 21. Note that we
try to minimise the total cost by adding some relays when we eliminate a sink.
These relays are saved in X as shown in line 15 and 21, which later will be
included in Y , the set of new relays and sinks to be inserted, if X helps the
network become double-covered and non-critical. The network is checked if
it is double-covered and non-critical in line 25. Note that there is repetitive
computation of the shortest path from all sensors to all sinks in line 12, 18 and
24 due to the addition and elimination of relays. The relays and sinks in Z are
safe to be removed if without Z all sensors are double-covered and non-critical.
In line 33, we check if the new solution improves the total cost of the current
best solution. If the total cost is reduced, we reset the best set in line 34. If
the total cost is the same, we keep this new solution in the set of the best set
as shown from line 36 to 38. When all moves have been evaluated, we check in
line 40 if an improving solution has been found. If the moves produce a better
solution, the set of relays and sinks W is updated in line 41 by selecting one
best set randomly from the set of the best set. After that, the local search
continues.
If, at the end of the local search, we find a better solution compared to the
best solution found so far, we update from line 46 to 54 the set of relays, the
set of sinks, and the lowest total cost found. The best sets R∗ of relays and
S ∗ of sinks are returned in line 57.
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7 Evaluation of Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP
We evaluate the performance of Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP using the
following metrics:
1. Average total sink and relay cost. We want to compare the total
deployment cost that resulted from each algorithm, which includes the
cost of sinks and the cost of relays.
2. Average number of devices, which is divided into number of sinks and
number of relays. We present this metric as we cannot infer how many sinks
and relays are deployed from the total cost metric. We expect to see that
when the sink cost increases, the number of sinks decreases. This happens
because some sinks are traded for relays to reduce the deployment cost.
3. Average runtime. We also evaluate the efficiency of the algorithms by
comparing the algorithms’ runtime.
We follow the same experiment setting as for the evaluation of the multiple
sink placement problem in Section 5, where each network consists of 100 sensor
nodes in grid squares of 8m × 8m and 25 candidate sinks in grid squares of
18m × 18m. In addition, we also have 81 candidate relays distributed evenly
in grid squares of 10m × 10m. The coordinates for the sensors, candidate sinks
and candidate relays are given in [21].
We compare Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP against Minimise the Number of Sinks and Relays for Fault-Tolerance (MSRFT) and Cluster-Based Sampling for Multiple Sink and Relay Placement (CBS-MSRP). MSRFT and CBSMSRP extend MSFT and CBS-MSP, respectively, to find the best locations
to deploy sinks and use GRASP-MRP to deploy relays. These two algorithms
start by finding the best locations for two sinks before utilising GRASP-MRP
to deploy relays. The number of sinks is gradually increased and GRASPMRP is used to deploy relays until the network becomes double-covered and
non-critical. In the experiments, we only use 100 and 200 as the maximum
iteration (MaxIter ) for MSRFT and CBS-MSRP. The maximum iteration for
GRASP-MRP is 10.
We evaluate the deployment cost of the algorithms by varying the sink
costs (cS ), i.e. 3, 6, randomly in the interval [3, 6], and 10 units, while the
relay cost is fixed at 1 unit. The average total sink and relay cost suggested by
each algorithm with lmax = 6 is presented in Figure 6 and the average runtime
is in Table 4. We also show the average numbers of sinks and relays for each
algorithm from Figure 7 to Figure 14.
The results in Figure 6 show that GRASP-MSRP has the lowest average
total deployment cost compared to other algorithms. For example, comparing
GRASP-MSRP with MaxIter = 1 to CBS-MSRP with MaxIter = 200 for sink
cost = 3 gives a p-value less than 0.0001. This is because GRASP-MSRP has
the fewest sinks if we compare the average number of deployed sinks from
Figure 7 to Figure 14. The evaluation also shows that we are able to trade-off
GRASP-MSRP’s runtime for a reduced cost when we increase the number of
iterations from 1 to 10. When we further increase the number of iterations
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Fig. 6 Average total sink and relay cost for multiple sink and relay placement algorithms
versus sink cost

Table 4 Multiple sink and relay placement algorithms’ average runtime with different sink
cost
Algorithms
MSRFT-MaxIter=100
MSRFT-MaxIter=200
CBS-MSRP-MaxIter=100
CBS-MSRP-MaxIter=200
Greedy-MSRP
GRASP-MSRP-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSRP-MaxIter=10
GRASP-MSRP-MaxIter=20

cS = 3
61.7472
74.6617
60.3329
68.2127
137.3733
20.2190
194.8030
405.8351

Average runtime (sec)
cS = 6
cS = 3 to 6
cS = 10
60.4956
61.7661
60.0905
68.9032
69.6122
68.7917
62.7394
62.2207
61.6556
72.5465
73.7754
68.6779
130.5268
139.4527
146.7378
21.3075
26.6085
24.3780
218.3831
254.7753
230.9070
449.6994
534.1611
464.4079

to 20, the results are similar to the results of 10 iterations, but with higher
runtime.
Greedy-MSRP is outperformed by the two k-means clustering-based algorithms, MSRFT and CBS-MSRP. Firstly in terms of the average total deployment cost, Greedy-MSRP deploys more sinks than MSRFT and CBS-MSRP as
shown from Figure 10 to Figure 14. Secondly for the runtime, Greedy-MSRP
is slower because it tries to find the lowest cost solution by solving the multiple
sink and relay placement problem from the number of sinks = n to 2, where n
is the number of sinks found by Greedy-MSP. On the other hand, MSRFT and
CBS-MSRP start from the number of sinks = 2 and stop when the network is
double-covered and non-critical.
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Fig. 7 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP with MaxIter = 1 versus
sink cost
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Fig. 8 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP with MaxIter = 10 versus
sink cost
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Fig. 9 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP with MaxIter = 20 versus
sink cost
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Fig. 10 Average numbers of sinks and relays for Greedy-MSRP versus sink cost
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Fig. 11 Average numbers of sinks and relays for MSRFT with MaxIter = 100 versus sink
cost
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Fig. 12 Average numbers of sinks and relays for MSRFT with MaxIter = 200 versus sink
cost
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Fig. 13 Average numbers of sinks and relays for CBS-MSRP with MaxIter = 100 versus
sink cost
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Fig. 14 Average numbers of sinks and relays for CBS-MSRP with MaxIter = 200 versus
sink cost
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GRASP-MSRP can swap sinks with relays to reduce the average total
deployment cost. Therefore, when the sink cost increases, the number of sinks
decreases because more sinks are exchanged with relays as shown in Figure 7
to Figure 9.
Since GRASP-MSRP gives the best solution for the multiple sink and
relay placement problem, we further investigate its performance under various
experiment settings by using MaxIter = 10. Firstly, we increase lmax from 6
to 10, while keeping the sink cost fixed at 3 units. The results are depicted in
Figure 15. When lmax is increased from 6 to 10, the average number of required
sinks drops significantly from 7 to 3, while the average number of relays does
not increase much. The average runtime of GRASP-MSRP also increases from
194.8030 seconds to 349.7281 seconds.
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Fig. 15 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP versus maximum path
length

We then try to increase the number of candidate relays from 81, which are
evenly distributed in grid squares of 10m × 10m, to 196 candidate relays in
grid squares of 6m × 6m. We use a fixed sink cost of 3 units and lmax = 6. As
shown in Figure 16, when we have more candidate relays, the average numbers
of deployed sinks slightly decrease because the local search is more likely to
find common relays that appear on the shortest paths. The average runtime
of GRASP-MSRP increases from 194.8030 seconds for 81 candidate relays to
1030.0060 seconds for 196 candidates.
We also increase the number of candidate sinks from 25 in grid squares of
18m × 18m to 81 candidates in grid squares of 10m × 10m. The results are
presented in Figure 17. When the number of candidate sinks increases, the
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Fig. 16 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP versus number of candidate
relays

local search can find better sink positions to cover a network. Therefore, the
network requires fewer sinks. Since the sinks are better positioned, it also needs
fewer relays. The average runtime of GRASP-MSRP increases from 194.8030
seconds for 25 candidate sinks to 843.7186 seconds for 81 candidates.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of GRASP-MSRP when the number
of sensor nodes increases. In the first case, we increase the number of sensor
nodes from 100 to 200 while keeping the area fixed. This affects the density of
the network, where the average degree of a sensor node increases from 3 to 7.
For this evaluation, we use 25 candidate sinks and 81 candidate relays. When
the network becomes denser, the average numbers of required sinks and relays
decrease as depicted in Figure 18. This happens because when the network
density increases, path lengths from a sensor node to sinks become shorter
and a sensor node has more neighbours that help finding alternate routes to
sinks when it fails. However, GRASP-MSRP takes longer time to compute
the solution, i.e. from 194.8030 seconds to 321.8777 seconds when the average
degree increases.
In the second case, we increase the number of sensor nodes from 100 to 300
while keeping the average degree fixed, so we enlarge the area. As a result, we
need more candidate sinks and relays. For this experiment, we use 81 candidate
sinks and 225 candidate relays for 300 sensor nodes. When the network area
becomes bigger, more sinks and relays are required to be deployed as shown
in Figure 19. The average runtime of GRASP-MSRP increases from 194.8030
seconds to 20,534.8851 seconds.
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Fig. 17 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP versus number of candidate
sinks
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Fig. 18 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP versus average degree
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Fig. 19 Average numbers of sinks and relays for GRASP-MSRP versus number of nodes

Table 5 Multiple sink and relay placement algorithms’ average runtime for 300 sensors, 81
candidate sinks and 225 candidate relays
Algorithms
MSRFT-MaxIter=100
CBS-MSRP-MaxIter=100
Greedy-MSRP
GRASP-MSRP-MaxIter=1
GRASP-MSRP-MaxIter=10

Average runtime (sec)
4,601.2030
4,482.8590
14,055.4217
2,020.4032
22,416.5930

For the case of 300 sensors, 81 candidate sinks and 225 candidate relays,
we compare the deployment cost of MSRFT, CBS-MSRP, Greedy-MSRP and
GRASP-MSRP in Figure 20 using one topology that is simulated 31 times.
In this experiment, we only use 100 as the maximum iteration (MaxIter ) for
MSRFT and CBS-MSRP, 10 for GRASP-MRP, 1 and 10 for GRASP-MSRP.
The sink and relay costs are 3 units and 1 unit, respectively, and lmax = 6.
Comparing the average total costs of GRASP-MSRP with MaxIter = 1 to
MSRFT with MaxIter = 100 and to CBS-MSRP with MaxIter = 100 give
p-values less than 0.0001. The average runtime is presented in Table 5.
We compare the runtime measurements for GRASP-MSRP with variety of
network sizes. The topologies used in this experiment is summarised in Table 6
and the datasets are provided in [21]. In this experiment, we use MaxIter =
1, sink cost = 3 units, relay cost = 1 unit, and lmax = 6. Each topology is
simulated 31 times and the average runtime is depicted in Figure 21 with log
scale in the y-axis.
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Fig. 20 Average total sink and relay cost for multiple sink and relay placement algorithms
for 300 sensors, 81 candidate sinks and 225 candidate relays
Table 6 Topologies used to measure GRASP-MSRP’s runtime with variety of network sizes
Num. sensors
100
200
300
400
500

Num. sinks
25
36
81
100
121

Num. relays
81
144
225
289
361

Area size
88m × 88m
128m × 128m
152m × 152m
168m × 168m
192m × 192m

8 Evaluation of Network Performance
The previous sections present and evaluate algorithms for solving the sink and
relay placement problem, and we demonstrate how they can reduce the cost
of providing solutions that meet the criteria which are based on protecting
against single failures. The original high-level objective, though, was to design
network topologies that were robust to failures. It is important to revisit that
objective, and consider how well our problem definition and heuristic solutions
satisfy it. To do this, we have implemented network protocols in a network
simulator, and we test topologies generated by our algorithms while nodes
fail.
We compare topologies generated by GRASP-MSRP and GRASP-ABP [22].
In GRASP-MSRP topologies, sinks and relays are deployed so all sensor nodes
are double-covered and noncritical. With GRASP-ABP, four sinks are placed
at the four corners of the networks and relays are deployed so all sensor nodes
are noncritical, but not double-covered. In the simulation, we use topologies of
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Fig. 21 GRASP-MSRP’s average runtime with variety of network sizes

GRASP-MSRP with three and six sinks. To obtain the topologies with three
sinks, we set (lmax = 10), fix the sink cost and get the resulting topologies generated by GRASP-MSRP. Similarly for the case of six sinks, we set (lmax = 6).
We take the resulting topologies and deploy, in simulation, sensor nodes,
relay nodes and sinks according to the deployment plans. Then, we evaluate
the network performance for each topology. We want to show that having
more sinks and placing them at the best locations improves robustness of the
networks. In the simulation, the GRASP-MSRP topologies with three sinks
achieve around 5% improvement in connectivity and delivery ratio compared
to the GRASP-ABP topologies with four sinks after several failures. This
confirms the importance of not only having multiple sinks in the networks,
but also placing them at the best positions.
In this section, we use the following metrics for the evaluation of network
performance:

1. Packet delivery ratio measures the number of packets successfully received by the sink over the number of packets generated by source nodes.
2. Average per packet latency measures the average per packet transmission time through a multi-hop network.
3. Connectivity measures the percentage of live sensor nodes that are still
connected to the sink through multi-hop communication.
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Table 7 Simulation parameters in Ns-2
Simulation parameters
Hardware
Transmit power
Receive/idle listening power
Sleep power
Radio propagation model
CSThresh
RXThresh
Pt
Traffic load
MAC protocol
TDMA slot size
TDMA sub-slot size

Default value
Tmote sky
52.2 mW
59.1 mW
3 µW
Two-ray ground
3.65262e-10
3.65262e-10
5.35395e-05
0.1 packets/node/sec
ER-MAC
50 ms
5 ms

8.1 Details of Simulation
The topologies are evaluated in the open-source network simulator ns-2 version 2.33 [26]. Ns-2 is a discrete-event, packet-level network simulator that is
widely used for WSN and other network simulations. We simulate multi-hop
data gathering using ER-MAC [24] [25] with its forward-to-parent routing
mechanism. We choose ER-MAC because of its flexibility to adapt to topology changes, where nodes can modify their schedules and routing decisions
locally.
ER-MAC is a hybrid MAC protocol designed for emergency response WSNs.
It adopts a time-division multiple access (TDMA) approach to schedule collisionfree transmission toward the sink. With its normal mode, sensor nodes wake
up to transmit and receive messages according to their schedules, but otherwise switch into power-saving sleep mode. When an emergency event occurs,
nodes involved in the emergency monitoring change their MAC protocol autonomously to emergency mode to allow contention in TDMA slots to cope
with large volumes of traffic. Because our purpose in this simulation is to evaluate the designed topologies, not the communication protocol, we assume that
all nodes operate in the normal mode of ER-MAC, where nodes can only send
packets in their own transmit slots.
Our parameters used in the ns-2 simulation are based on Tmote sky hardware [17] as shown in Table 7. Tmote Sky’s transmission ranges and power
were reported in [11]. We used the Lagrange Interpolating Polynomial [2] based
on the known six points to find transmission power for the transmission range
used in our simulation, i.e. 10 metres.
The simulation results presented are based on the average of five topologies
that are simulated 31 times each, enough to achieve a 95% confidence in the
standard error interval. Note that we do not show error bars in line graphs to
improve their readability. In each simulation, we simulate a data gathering,
where all sensor nodes are the source nodes that generate packets with a fixed
interval. They also forward other nodes’ packets toward the sink. Source nodes
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generate one packet every 10 seconds. Therefore, the traffic load is 0.1 packets/node/sec. Relay nodes do not generate packets, but only forward them,
and are used from the start of the simulation. Our works assume point-based
failures, where the failed devices are scattered in the network. We do not assume that relay nodes are more robust than sensor nodes, so they too may fail
during the simulation period. During the simulation, we increase the number
of dead nodes gradually by killing one node, either a sensor node or a relay
node, in each time step.
Since a common problem is node death due to energy depletion, which
is either caused by normal battery discharge, short circuits or leakage due
to broken packaging [4], we consider the probability of node death in our
simulation to be proportional to the work done. That is, instead of selecting
dead nodes randomly, we bias the node death towards the nodes that have done
most work. Firstly, we list all live nodes (sensors and relays) in increasing order
of energy consumption, count the total energy used, and calculate a weight for
each node by using the ratio of own-energy to the total-energy. We then use
these weights to generate an array of numbers between 0 and 1 representing
bins of different size. The weight of a bin that associates with node a is the
total weight of all nodes whose weight ≤ a’s weight, including a. To select a
node to be killed, we generate a random number between 0 and 1, and select
the first bin whose weight is larger than the generated number. Doing it this
way means, for example, if node a has 3 times the energy consumption of node
b, the bin size for node a is always 3 times the bin size for node b, and so is
always 3 times as likely to be killed. With this model, it is likely that nodes
closer to the sink are the first to die because they have much higher relay loads
and drain their batteries quickly.

8.2 Evaluation of Network Topologies with Multiple Sources and Multiple
Sinks
In each simulation, we simulate a data gathering for 3,000 seconds and kill one
node every 250 seconds, either a sensor node or a relay node, starting from
the 250th second. We gather statistical data every 250 seconds and plot the
results. Therefore, the statistics after one node dies are plotted at the 500th
second.
The delivery ratio while nodes are failing is depicted in Figure 22, where
the GRASP-MSRP topologies with six sinks achieve the highest ratio. The
second highest delivery ratio is not achieved by the topologies of GRASPABP with four sinks, but by GRASP-MSRP with three sinks. The delivery
ratio gap between these two simulation results is around 5% after several
failures. From this simulation, we not only show that having more sinks gives
us better performance, but also that placing them at the best locations is more
important.
The latency of high priority packets is shown in Figure 23. As expected,
the topologies of GRASP-MSRP with six sinks have the lowest latency, i.e.
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Fig. 22 Delivery ratio where a node dies every 250 seconds

around 0.6 second, followed by the topologies with three sinks, i.e. 2 seconds in
average. The latency of the GRASP-ABP topologies with four sinks is slightly
higher than 3 seconds because most of the nodes have longer paths when the
sinks are deployed at the corners of the networks.
The network connectivity for this simulation set is presented in Figure 24.
This results correspond with the delivery ratio as shown in Figure 22, where the
topologies of GRASP-MSRP with six sinks offer the best performance, followed
by the topologies with three sinks. The GRASP-ABP topologies with four sinks
have 5% lower connectivity than the topologies of GRASP-MSRP with three
sinks after several failures due to the sinks’ positions. In this simulation, we
show that if we have higher budget to deploy more sinks, we can get better
network performance, especially if we place them at the best locations.

9 Conclusion
We define the problem of increasing network robustness by protecting it against
one single failure, of either a sink or a sensor node. We design a network to be
double-covered and non-critical. Double-covered means each sensor node must
have at least two length-bounded paths to two sinks. Non-critical means all
sensor nodes must have at least one length-bounded path to a sink after any
single sensor node failure. Our novel contributions are solutions to minimise
the deployment cost of sinks and relays.
We firstly look at the multiple sink placement problem and propose GreedyMSP and GRASP-MSP to minimise the total sink cost. Both algorithms solve
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the multiple sink placement problem by ensuring that each sensor node in
the network is double-covered. Empirically, Greedy-MSP has the shortest runtime, but GRASP-MSP achieves comparable cost to the linear programming
solution with shorter runtime. GRASP-MSP’s results justify the use of local
search to solve the multiple sink and relay placement problem, where a linear
programming solution is not available.
We then propose Greedy-MSRP and GRASP-MSRP to solve the multiple
sink and relay placement problem, where we want the designed topologies to be
double-covered and non-critical. Our results show that the k-means clusteringbased algorithms outperform Greedy-MSRP in terms of lower cost solution
and shorter runtime because they have better sink positions. On the other
hand, GRASP-MSRP outperforms the other algorithms with the lowest cost
solutions and the shortest runtime. The GRASP-MSRP results also show that
more sinks are exchanged with relays when the sink cost increases to reduce
the total deployment cost.
In this paper, if both the number of uncovered nodes and the number of
critical nodes in a network are zero, we guarantee robustness against single
failure. However, we do also benefit when there are multiple failures. In a
multiple sink network, the performance of the network is not only influenced
by the number of deployed sinks, but more importantly the positions to deploy the sinks. We show in simulations that the best performance is achieved
by topologies with six sinks where the placements were optimised (GRASPMSRP). Note that topologies with only three sinks but where the placements
were optimised (GRASP-MSRP) are better than topologies with four sinks in
fixed positions (GRASP-ABP).
Our future work will include evaluation for larger networks with more
sensor nodes, and more candidate locations for sinks and relays. We will also
compare the network performance of topologies resulted from other algorithms.
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